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A FAMILY OWNED & OPERATED BUSINESS

The Hogue Companies are owned and operated by Patrick Hogue, Jim Bruhns and Neil Hogue. We are a 
family business and treat our customers as such. Our business philosophy is one of perfection and customer 
satisfaction. For this reason, we promise to do our utmost to provide you with the finest products possible and 
guarantee to stand behind each and every one of them. We will do everything within reason to ensure a happy 
customer. We have an excellent reputation and we intend to keep it.
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Hogue, Inc., is a family owned and operated manufacturer of fine firearm and knife products. For over fifty-five years, we have proudly 
remained true to the ideals of quality manufacturing that Guy Hogue founded back in 1968.

Fit, function, superior performance and old-world craftsmanship coupled with world-class design are hallmarks of the Hogue name. 
Every Hogue product is produced under the direct supervision of the Hogue family. When you purchase a Hogue product, you are 
assured the finest materials and the world’s best manufacturing practices are used to create products that will improve your shooting 
experience whether in sporting or duty use.

The full range of Hogue products give the tactical advantage to perform at your absolute best and are the first choice of law 
enforcement, competitive shooters, hunters and firearm manufacturers worldwide.
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+ Since 1968, Hogue has been synonymous with the finest handgun grips available.
+ Hogue’s patented features assure the best fit, function and performance which result 

in enhanced accuracy and comfort.
+ Hogue products are widely used by law enforcement agencies and militaries 

world-wide as well as offered as original equipment by many leading handgun 
manufacturers.

MATERIALSFIREARM GRIPS
OVERMOLDED
RUBBER
+ Hogue rubber grips are molded 

from durable synthetic rubber that is 
not spongy nor tacky, yet provides 
a soft recoil absorbing feel, without 
sacrificing accuracy.

+ Grips utilize a rigid reinforcing insert 
directly engaging the firearm frame 
for a rock-solid grip-to-frame fit.

+ Cobblestone™ texture provides 
an efficient non-slip, non-irritating 
stippling pattern.

+ Hogue’s famed orthopedic hand-
shape with compound palm swells 
and proportioned finger grooves 
position the hand naturally.

+ Hogue’s durable rubber is virtually 
impervious to all oils and solvents 
found around firearms.

EXOTIC 
HARDWOODS

G10 &
ALUMINUM

POLYMER &
SCRIMSHAW

+ Hogue’s line of fancy hardwood 
handgun grips includes a dazzling 
array of exotic woods and grains, 
each one a unique work of art and 
fine craftsmanship resulting in an 
heirloom quality piece of Hogue 
family history.

+ Ergonomically designed to achieve 
the firearm’s optimum finger to trigger 
reach.

+ Hand-finished to checkered or 
smooth polished finish using 100% 
Carnauba wax.

+ Multiple varieties of hardwoods to 
choose from including big butt and 
stripe cap options.

+ G10 is created by layers of fiberglass 
and epoxy resin pressed together 
under enormous pressure and 
heat, resulting in a light-weight, yet 
incredibly strong material.

+ Patented G-Mascus® G10 material 
mimics the unique characteristics 
of Damascus steel and is enhanced 
with smooth, checkered, piranha and 
chain link textures.

+ Excellent thermal properties – never 
too hot or cold to the touch.

+ Designed for a lifetime of use and 
impervious to all firearm related oils 
and chemicals.

+ Aluminum is machined from 
aerospace grade 6061-T6 aluminum 
and hard coat anodized.

+ Hogue pearlized polymer grips 
enhance your firearm with a unique 
look in our black or white variations.

+ Our smooth ivory polymer grips offer 
a classic feel to your firearm, while 
our scrimshaw ivory panels are laser 
engraved with traditional designs.

+ Hand-finished for a brilliant shine 
(no sprayed-on finish that cracks or 
peels off with use.) 

US Patent #9,592,658
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HOGUE GRIPS
LASER ENHANCEDPANEL GRIPS HANDALL®

GRIP SLEEVES
WRAPTER
ADHESIVE GRIPS

COWBOY ACTION

+ The Hogue Wrapter adhesive firearm 
grip provides the vulcanized Hogue 
rubber feel but with a streamlined fit.

+ The grip offers a super thin profile 
which is advantageous for large 
capacity pistols where less bulk is 
desired.

+ Engineered to conform to the exact 
contours of your firearm’s frame.

+ The multi-piece design provides 
optimal coverage for critical frame 
areas: finger grooves, backstrap and 
thumb detent.

+ The grip’s heat activated adhesive 
delivers a reliable bond with polymer, 
wood and metals.

+ Available in grain, block and heavy 
grit options.

+ Do It Yourself sheets for 
customization are available.

+ Classic designs coupled with 
high-quality materials and superior 
craftsmanship produce a grip that 
will adorn your prized collectible for 
generations.

+ Traditional two-piece grips follow the 
frame straps for an authentic look 
and feel.

+ Grips are produced in choice 
selections of exotic hardwoods, white 
and black Micarta®, white and black 
pearlized polymer, ebony, and plain 
or scrimshaw ivory polymer.

+ Hand-finished for a brilliant shine (no 
sprayed-on finish that will crack or 
peel off with use.)

+ Hogue panel grips fit automatic 
pistols with the quality and exacting 
fit that Hogue is famous for. 

+ Grips cover a major portion of the 
handgun giving it an enhanced 
appearance.

+ Styled with the firearm’s natural 
aesthetics in mind.

+ Grips are mounted with your firearm’s 
factory screws.

+ Available in hardwood, rubber, G10, 
polymer and scrimshaw.

+ The combination of Hogue’s 
expert history in precision grip 
manufacturing with modern laser 
technology has resulted in a superior 
laser enhanced grip.

+ The ruggedized 4mw laser diode 
was specifically designed and 
manufactured to withstand recoil.

+ Grips contain an internal fully 
programmable micro-processor for 
individual choice of flashing, stealth 
target and steady modes along with 
4 levels of adjustable brightness. 

+ Designed for battery changes 
without laser readjustment or 
resighting.

+ Red and green laser options 
available.

+ Made in the USA.

+ The Hogue HandALL Universal 
Grip Sleeve has a scientifically 
designed shape that conforms to 
fit many semi-automatic pistols. 
Ease of installation combined with 
outstanding functionality make this 
grip sleeve the choice for many 
GLOCK and other semi-automatic 
firearm users. 

+ Hogue HandALL Beavertail™ Grip 
Sleeves are designed and built for a 
perfect fit on specific firearm models 
and provide the added feature of 
a beavertail for the ultimate secure 
hold.

+ Hogue HandALL Hybrid Grip sleeves 
fit particular firearms with interlocking 
details needed for retention and 
prevention of unwanted movement.

MONOGRIPS® WRAP AROUND

+ The patented Hogue Monogrip is a 
revolutionary design to mount and fit 
Hogue grips to revolver frames.

+ One piece grip design mounts from 
the bottom requiring no modifications 
to the firearm.

+ A patented steel stirrup device 
clips over the existing stock pin on 
the bottom strap of the frame. The 
Monogrip is secured to the stirrup 
providing a solid fit that will never 
shoot loose.

+ Monogrips, by virtue of their 
unique mounting system, naturally 
compensate for varying frame 
tolerances.

+ Hogue Tamer™ Grips’ utilize an 
internal tamer cushion that dampens 
painful recoil.

+ One-piece Hogue wrap around grips 
are designed for a precision fit on 
your firearm by wrapping around the 
front strap of the firearm frame.

+ Hogue’s famed orthopedic hand-
shape with compound palm swells 
and proportioned finger grooves 
position the hand naturally.

+ The grip utilizes a light-weight 
synthetic insert (skeleton) that 
chemically bonds to the OverMolded 
rubber that prevents them from 
delaminating with use.

+ Hogue’s Bantam® grips are the 
lightest and most compact rubber 
grips available. The grips simply 
snap onto the gun requiring no 
screws.

US Patent #6,301,818US Patent #41199887A US Patent #D349,938 US Patent #11,796,283
US Patents #9,243,865 B1; #9,453,702 B2

#9,791,240 B2
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+ The Automatic Retention System 
secures the firearm when holstered. 
A manual push of the retention lever 
releases the firearm. The Retention 
System locks firearm securely when 
re-holstering.

+ Interchangeable hip paddle and belt 
plate options with cant adjustment 
adapter.

+ Molded to match features of specific 
firearms for professional, sleek 
appearance.

+ Contoured profile fits close to the 
body reducing “firearm printing.”

+ Made from solid black or carbon 
fiber textured aerospace polymer.

+ The innovative retention lever offers 
opening and closing functionality. 
Manually pushing this lever unlocks 
the firearm, readying it for continuous 
quick-draw and re-holstering. When 
the retention lever is pushed closed, 
the firearm firmly locks back into the 
holster.

+ The holster is Speed Cut along the 
firearm slide for less resistance and 
faster draws.

+ An adjustable drop belt plate is 
included.

+ Exceptionally light and durable.
+ Made from a carbon fiber weave 

textured aerospace polymer.

+ The Hogue Duty Holster employs 
the Automatic Retention System 
as well as being enhanced with an 
automatic-release rotating hood for 
greater stage 2 protection against 
weapon takeaways.

+ The ARS is extremely secure while 
remaining completely concealed 
behind the holster.

+ A single natural push down on the 
release lever rolls the hood back and 
releases the firearm from its locked 
state for quick deployment.

+ Includes an adjustable drop belt 
plate.

+ Made from solid black or carbon 
fiber textured aerospace polymer.

+ Designed for competition, duty or 
concealed carry use.

+ Modular design allows for right or left 
handed configurations.

+ Incorporates a unique locking 
mechanism and powerful earth 
NdFeb magnets.

+ Fits most semi-automatic firearms. 
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+ Hogue holsters offer unparalleled protection without compromising performance 
and comfort. Heavy duty construction ensures guaranteed performance in any 
environment or condition. 

+ Hogue’s patented Automatic Retention System (ARS™) provides an extra level 
of security over the standard, open-top, friction style holsters. The unique thumb 
activated unlocking mechanism allows for a quick, smooth deployment.

HOLSTERS

View
Holster

Offerings

US Patent ##6,616,020
Europe #1,880,159
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RIFLE STOCKS SHOTGUN STOCKS TAKEDOWN STOCKS RECOIL PADS

+ Hogue’s patented Cobblestone™ 
stippling pattern provides an efficient 
non-slip, non-irritating hold.

+ Dual swivel stud locations work with a 
variety of sling attachments.

+ 10-22 stocks available in standard 
and tactical thumbhole models.

+ Hogue’s stocks are molded from 
sturdy fiberglass reinforced polymer 
then OverMolded in key gripping 
areas, assuring stability, accuracy 
and the ultimate in shooting comfort.

+ The non-slip gripping surface 
positions the hand naturally.

+ Finished with a quality recoil 
reducing Hogue butt pad.

+ Tamer™ shotgun pistol grip 
options available.

+ Hogue 10-22 Takedown stocks are 
available in both .920” diameter 
barrel and standard barrel channel 
options.

+ Stocks are molded with a rock-solid 
fiberglass reinforced polymer and 
OverMolded with rubber in both 
standard or thumbhole styles.

+ Finished with a quality recoil 
reducing Hogue butt pad.

+ Made with an exclusive recoil 
reducing cushioned elastomer 
bonded to a super-rigid polymer 
alloy base plate.

+ Pre-sized pads are molded and pre-
ground to fit most common rifles and 
shotguns for simple do-it-yourself 
installation.

+ EZ Grind pads are available in three 
sizes and are designed to be ground 
to fit using standard disc or belt 
sanders.

+ Available in black or brown options.

 

+ Hogue’s patented stocks combine OverMolded® technology with a rigid fiberglass 
skeleton providing the ultimate recoil-absorbing experience.

+ Forends are designed to free float on the barrel providing maximum accuracy.
+ Anti-snag heel recoil pads are constructed with a rigid base plate and soft 

elastomer OverMold for the ultimate in recoil cushioning and control.

STOCKS

ALUMINUM PILLAR BEDDING
Hogue stocks come with an aluminum pillar bedding. 
These pillars, inserted at critical action mounting bolt 
locations, guarantee an accurate, rock-solid action fit 
that will not shoot loose.

FULL LENGTH ALUMINUM BED BLOCK
For the absolute in accuracy, Hogue stocks are optionally available 
with a precision machined, full length bedding block molded into 
the stock. This aluminum block completely surrounds the action 
and extends full-length into the forend, guaranteeing the ultimate in 
accuracy potential.

US Patent #6,301,817
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GRIPS BUTTSTOCKS FORENDS & 
EXTENSIONS

+ Hogue’s famed orthopedic hand-
shape with compound palm swells 
and proportioned finger grooves 
position the hand naturally.

+ OverMolded rubber options include 
standard or beavertail as well as 
finger or non-finger grooved.

+ Rubber, G10 and polymer options.
+ 15° angle options provide positioned 

grip advantage in close quarters.
+ The Hogue Modular AR Grip 

is engineered to offer multiple 
configurations with a single 
assembly.

+ Available in OverMolded collapsible 
and fixed models.

+ Collapsible stocks are manufactured 
to either Mil-Spec tolerances or a 
commercial sized fit.

+ The fixed buttstock fits standard A2 
non-collapsible buffer tubes.

+ Provides beard-safe protection.
+ Lightweight polymer construction 

with a rubber/polymer hybrid butt 
pad for snag-free shouldering.

+ Available individually or kitted with 
additional tactical options.

+ Hogue’s OverMolded extension 
tubes insulate the transference of 
heat from the firearm to the hand.

+ Our free floating forends and forend 
extensions are constructed with 
6061-T6 aluminum and are hard type 
III anodized according to military 
specifications.

+ Free floating the forend tube 
enhances accuracy by allowing the 
barrel to whip freely and consistently.

+ Select models come with a complete 
collection of mounting accessories 
making our forends the perfect 
comfortable alternative to bulky 
quad-rail systems.

+ 9 OverMolded color options 
available.

 

+ Hogue has applied their OverMolded® technology to their AR-15/M16 and AK 
platform rifle components producing unique rifle builds. This process feels 
resilient and soft to the hand yet offers a durable insulator from the heat and shock 
generated by rapid fire.

+ A full selection of precision manufactured tactical rifle grips are available in Hogue 
rubber, G10 or polymer materials.

+ Collapsible and fixed buttstocks are available or kitted with grips and forends for a 
full rifle build.

+ Popular with 3-Gun shooters, our extension tubes work in conjunction with our 
forends to extend the off-hand grip surface enhancing accuracy and comfort.

+ Made in the USA.

TACTICAL RIFLES

+ Hogue’s AR builds are specifically 
designed to retain the important lines 
and aesthetics of tactical rifles.

+ Matching grips, 
stocks, forends 
and trigger guards 
are available in 
a wide selection 
of OverMolded 
rubber, G10 and 
polymer options.

+ MilSpec and 
commercial 
variations 
available.

+ AK options include our rubber 
Monogrip® as well as full kits with 
handguard.

+ Metal heat shield 
insulates the 
transfer of heat to 
your hand assuring 
extended rapid fire 
sessions.

+ Kits include hard 
surfaced upper 
handguards with 
picatinny rail along 
with lower and side 
picatinny rails.

+ 4 OverMolded 
color options 
available.

AR-15/M16 AK-47/74
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TAKEDOWN BAGSSINGLE RIFLE BAGSDOUBLE RIFLE BAGS PISTOL BAGS

All Hogue Rifle Bags are field tested 
to guarantee durability and optimal 
functionality.
+ Available in large, medium, small and 

extra small options.
+ Bar tack and cross stitched at all 

critical stress points.
+ Internal adjustable magazine 

pouches.
+ Heavy Duty YKK zippers can lock to 

D rings.
+ Strategically designed reinforced 

handles.

The Hogue Takedown Bag was 
designed to house a rifle dressed with 
a Hogue tactical stock and scope.
+ Fits an extra barrel and forend 

allowing on-the-fly change-overs 
between a standard barrel with iron 
sights to a bull barrel with a scope.

+ Provides discreet transport option for 
AR tactical rifle owners.

+ Affords additional storage 
compartments for eight loaded 
magazines and other tactical gear.

Hogue offers both standard and 
double pistol bags.
+ Dense quilted foam padding protects 

firearms during transport and storage.
+ Expandable exterior hook and loop 

pockets.
+ Bar tack and cross stitched.
+ Removal magazine pouch inserts are 

available.

 

+ Hogue’s gear line includes multiple sized pistol and rifle bags designed to safely 
transport your firearms, while withstanding the rigors of the field and the range.

+ Heavy duty nylon options are available in Black, Flat Dark Earth or Olive Drab Green.
+ Quilted non-tear brown suede lining and dense foam inside padding create the 

ultimate cushion during transport.
+ Manufactured from materials made in the USA and built in Hogue’s facilities.

GEAR

The Hogue Double Rifle Bag is 
built with two separate full gun 
compartments to keep your rifles 
protected for transport and storage.
+ Available in large, medium and small 

options.
+ Bar tack and cross stitched at all 

critical stress points.
+ Internal adjustable magazine 

pouches.
+ Heavy Duty YKK™ zippers can lock 

to D rings.
+ Strategically designed reinforced 

handles.
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Hogue Knives released their first knife in 2010 with 
an ongoing commitment to precision engineering and 
stringent manufacturing practices that have resulted in 
quality knives of exceptional performance.

+ Made in the USA using the highest quality US 
sourced materials chosen for a balance of durability, 
maintainability and aesthetics. 

+ Many different blade steels, each chosen for their 
particular attributes in relation to the knife.

+ Frame materials include G10, 6061-T6 hard anodized 
aluminum, polymer and exotic hardwoods.

+ Opening mechanisms include push button lock, ABLE® 
lock and button lock flippers.

+ Due to federal and state laws that govern the purchase, 
owning and transportation of automatic knives, Hogue 
Automatics are only sold through authorized dealers.

FOLDING KNIVES

+ 3.5” Tanto or Drop 
Point Blade

+ 154CM Stainless 
Steel

+ 6061-T6 Hard 
Anodized 
Aluminum Frame

+ Bruhns Design

+ 3.25” Wharncliffe 
or Clip Point Blade

+ CPM MagnaCut 
or CPM 20 CV 
Stainless Steel

+ Polymer 
(Polyamide Nylon 
12) or G10 Frame

+ Elishewitz Design

+ 3.75” Tanto or 
Drop Point Blade

+ CPM S30V 
Stainless Steel

+ ChromaCut™ G10 
G10 Frame

+ Bruhns Design

+ 3.5” Tanto or Drop 
Point Blade

+ CPM S30V 
Stainless Steel

+ 6061-T6 Hard 
Anodized 
Aluminum Frame

+ Bruhns Design

+ 3.5” Tanto or Drop 
Point Blade

+ CPM S30V 
Stainless Steel

+ Polyamide Nylon 
12 (Glass Fiber 
Reinforced 
Polymer) Frame

+ Bruhns Design

+ 3.5” or 4” Spear 
Point Blade

+ CPM 154 Stainless 
Steel

+ 6061-T6 Hard 
Anodized 
Aluminum Frame

+ Elishewitz Design

+ 3.5” or 4” Tanto or 
Drop Point Blade

+ 154CM Stainless 
Steel

+ G10 or 6061-T6 
Hard Anodized 
Aluminum Frame

+ Elishewitz Design

+ 2.75” or 1.95” Drop 
Point or Wharncliffe 
Blade

+ CPM 154 Stainless 
Steel

+ G10 or 6061-T6 
Hard Anodized 
Aluminum Frame

+ Elishewitz Design

+ 3.4” Sheepsfoot 
Blade

+ Bohler N680 
Stainless Steel

+ G10 Frame
+ Strap Cutter Blade, 

Oxygen Valve 
Wrench, Carbide 
Glass Breaker

+ Bruhns Design

+ 3.25” Clip Point 
Blade

+ CPM 20CV 
Stainless Steel

+ G10 Frame
+ Bruhns Design

BALLISTA® I
AUTOMATIC 
FOLDER

DEKA®

ABLE LOCK 
FOLDER

BALLISTA XL
ABLE LOCK 
AUTOMATIC

K320 AXG
ABLE LOCK 
FOLDER

MICROFLIP®

BUTTON 
LOCK FLIPPER

MICRO
SWITCH®

AUTOMATIC

K320®

ABLE LOCK 
FOLDER

K320A
AUTOMATIC

X5
BUTTON 
LOCK FLIPPER

EX-A05
AUTOMATIC

EX-01
BUTTON 
LOCK FOLDER

EX-A01
AUTOMATIC

TRAUMA®

ABLE LOCK 
FOLDER

EXEMPLAR
ABLE LOCK 
FOLDER

US Patent 10,035,272US Patent 11,779,100 US Patent 11,779,100 US Patent 11,779,100 US Patent 11,779,100 US Patent 10,035,272
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US PATENT
#D349,938

 

+ Hogue’s Out the Front collection of automatic knives have been designed for reliable and repeatable use in close quarter situations.
+ A smooth slide of the double action automatic trigger deploys and retracts the blade with impressive force.
+ Sleek machined 6061-T6 aluminum casings are Type III anodized to offer a smooth bearing surface to contact the blade providing 

extreme strength during deployed situations.
+ Due to federal and state laws that govern the purchase, owning and transportation of automatic knives, Hogue Automatics are only 

sold through authorized dealers.

OUT THE FRONT KNIVES
COUNTER
STRIKE™

COMPOUND® EXPLOIT® HADRON INCURSION® MINI
INCURSION

MICRO 
INCURSION

+ 3.35” Tanto or Drop 
Point Blade

+ CPM 20CV 
Stainless Steel

+ 6061-T6 Aluminum 
Chassis with G10 
Cover

+ Bruhns Design

+ 3.5” Tanto or Clip 
Point Blade

+ CPM S30V 
Stainless Steel

+ 6061-T6 Aluminum 
Chassis with G10 
Cover

+ Elishewitz Design

+ 3.5” Tanto or Clip 
Point Blade

+ CPM S30V 
Stainless Steel

+ 6061-T6 Anodized 
Aluminum

+ Elishewitz Design

+ 3.375” Bayonet or 
Clip Point Blade

+ 154CM Stainless 
Steel

+ 6061-T6 Anodized 
Aluminum

+ Bruhns Design

+ 3.9” Bayonet Blade
+ 154CM Stainless 

Steel
+ 6061-T6 Anodized 

Aluminum
+ Bruhns Design

+ 2.95” Clip Point 
Blade

+ 154CM Stainless 
Steel

+ 6061-T6 Anodized 
Aluminum

+ Bruhns Design

+ 1.95” Clip Point 
Blade

+ 154CM Stainless 
Steel

+ 6061-T6 Anodized 
Aluminum

+ Bruhns Design
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+ Born in the spirit of integrating premium 
US sourced materials into Hogue Knives’ 
most popular knife models.

+ Made in the USA.

COLLECTOR SERIES

+ 3.25” Wharncliffe or 
Clip Point Blade

+ CPM 20CV 
Stainless Steel

+ Black Carbon Fiber 
with Crosshatch 
Texture

+ Glow Rhino® Green 
Tritium Insert

+ Elishewitz Design

+ 3.35” Double Edge 
Blade

+ CPM MagnaCut 
Stainless Steel

+ Matte Black 6061-
T6 Hard Anodized 
Aluminum with 
Black Carbon Fiber 
Cover

+ Bruhns Design

+ 3.4” Upswept Tanto 
or Clip Point Blade

+ CPM MagnaCut 
Stainless Steel

+ 6AL-4V Titanium 
Frame

+ Red Anodized 
Aluminum 
Thumb Studs & 
Backspacers

+ Bruhns Design

+ 3.5” Tanto or Drop 
Point Blade

+ CPM 20CV 
Stainless Steel

+ Black Carbon Fiber 
with Infiniti Texture

+ Bruhns Design

DEKA®COUNTER
STRIKE™

MYSTO K320

US Patent 11,779,100

+ Rigorously tested and proven by professional hunters, outfitters and taxidermists.
+ Designed to increase efficiency and reduce pack weight.
+ The Expel’s key design feature is its dual-function switch mechanism that acts both as a 

lock and ejector, completely securing the blade in place when in use yet allowing the user 
to effortlessly doff the blade without contact with the sharp edge.

+ The Extract conquers the aspects of field-dressing that require longer-deeper cuts.

HUNTING KNIVES

+ 2.5” Replaceable 
Blade

+ 440C Stainless 
Steel Handle

+ Removable G10 
Scales

+ Optional Blade 
Dispenser Available

+ Bruhns Design

+ 3.3” Clip Point 
Blade

+ CPM M4 Tool Steel
+ Removable G10 

Scales
+ Bruhns Design

EXPEL
SCALPEL

EXTRAK®

FIXED BLADE
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US PATENT
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+ The head of the tomahawk has been skeletonized allowing it to be extremely light-weight and agile 
with its cut-out serving as the mounting point in the innovative magnetic and catch lever sheath.

+ The EX-T01 sports an extended heel and toe for penetrating cuts while the blade’s bellied shape 
covers slashing or chopping.

+ Dual holes in the back of the head allow for optional spike, hammer or pry bar accessories.
+ Made in the USA.

TOMAHAWKS TEXTILES

+ 14.125” Overall 
Length

+ S7 Tool Steel with 
Black Cerakote®

+ G10 Scales
+ Magnetic G10 

Sheath with Positive 
Lock

+ Elishewitz Design

Our 10.5” and 12.0” 
MOLLE compatible 
fixed blade sheaths 
are built from 
ballistic nylon with 
an integrated hard 
plastic sheath liner 
and are perfect 
for the customer 
knife-maker. They 
are expandable 
with optional 
MOLLE mountable 
compatible 
pouches.

Manufactured from 
durable materials 
with the familiar 
Hogue eye for 
quality, these heavy 
duty nylon products 
feature soft padded 
100% cotton internal 
linings and the 
highest quality YKK® 
zipper closures.

EX-T01
TOMAHAWK

SHEATHS POUCHES

H O G U E I N C .C O M/ K N I V E S

+ Hogue fixed blade knives all ship with custom 
made fitted sheaths unique to each model.

+ From our 2.25” neck knife models up to our 
7.0” EX-F01 options, our multiple fixed blade 
designs offer numerous solutions for your 
field needs.

+ All Hogue fixed blades are made in the USA.

FIXED BLADE KNIVES

+ 5.5” or 7.0” Tanto or 
Drop Point Blade

+ A2 Tool Steel
+ G10 or Hardwood 

Scales
+ Elishewitz Design

+ 4.5” Clip Point 
Blade

+ 154CM Stainless 
Steel

+ G10 or Glass 
Reinforced 
Polymer with TPE 
OverMold®

+ Elishewitz Design

+ 2.25” Hawkbill or 
Clip Point Blade

+ 154CM Stainless 
Steel

+ Neck Knife with 
No Scales or G10 
Scale Options

+ Elishewitz Design

+ 4.2” Tanto or Clip 
Point Blade

+ 154CM Stainless 
Steel

+ OverMolded 
Rubber Scales

+ Bruhns Design

EX-F01 EX-F02 EX-F03 FRAY
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Hogue®, ABLE Lock® , Bantam®, Compound®, Deka®, Exploit®, Extrak®, Fray®, Ghillie®, G-Mascus®, 
HandALL®, Incursion®, MicroFlip®, MicroSwitch®, MONOGRIP®, OverMolded®, Trauma®

ARS™, Beavertail™, ChromaCut™, Cobblestone™, Extreme™ Series, EZG™, HK Knives™,
Hogue Knives™, Hogue LE™, HoldALL™, Hybrid™, Lamo Camo™, Magrip™, Powerspeed™,

Short Shot™, SIG Knives™, SlideLOCK™, Tamer™

All Hogue Trademarks are the property of Hogue Incorporated.
All manufacturer names, firearm models and numbers referenced in this catalog 

are trademarks of the respective companies.
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